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  is giving information without a need of a response. 

 

Speaking 

      1 Speaking & Communication 



 
 

Communication 

 
 
 

is a verbal and non-verbal exchange of information  
that requires a response.     



Why should we teach speaking skills  
in the classroom? 

 

%  of the workday is spent in 

50%–80% 



No Speaking = Fear of Speaking 



A/ icebreakers 
 
B/ drills or linguistically structured activities 

 
C/ performance activities 
 

D/ participation activities 
 

E/ observation activities 
 
 

2 Speaking Activities 



A: Andy, have you seen my cat? 

B: Black one, with funny eyes? 

C: Can't say I remember. 

D: Don't tell me you've forgotten                 

what it looks like? 

E: Every cat looks the same to me. 

F: Fortunately, I found one 

yesterday. 

G: Gee, that's great! 

A/ Icebreakers 



Celebrities  
earn too 

much 
 money 

Friendship is  
the most  

important  
relationship 

 in life 

Rules  
at school  
are strict 

Taking selfies 
is a selfish act 





The cat is under the 
table. 

 
Student 1: Where is the cat? 
Student 2: The cat is under the 
table. 
Student 2: Where is the cat? 
Student 3: The cat is under the 
table. 
 

Teacher: The cat is under the table. 
NOT 
Students: The cat is not under the 
table. 
 OR 
Teacher: The cat is under the table. 
QUESTION 
Students: Is the cat under the table? 
 

Teacher: The cat is... 
Students: under the table. 
OR 
very tired. 
OR 
thinking about lunch. 
 

Completion Transformation 

Chain 

Repetition 

B/ Drills- Structured Activities 



C/ Performance Activities 

Students´ speech/ presentation  



words 
loudly 
speaking 
rhetorical 
parts 
detailed 
structure 
appearance 
charts 
examples 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ideas for presentation Good  Not 
good  

1 My.....is not important to the 
audience. 

2 My presentation has a clear ...... 

3 I speak more .....as usual. 

4 I can make as many .....as I want. 

5 I write .....information in the slides. 

6 I use the same language in writing 
and ..... English. 

7 I use.....questions in my 
presentation. 

8 I use pictures or.....in my slides. 

9 I read out the .....from the slide. 

10 I use .....to make my presentation 
interesting. 





Class reporting 



Book reporting activities 

pretend you are a talk show host and interview 

the main character 
dramatize a scene from the story with other 

students or using puppets 
discuss one particular episode in the story that you 

remember most clearly 
describe in detail three characters from the story 



Group Work 

D/ Participation Activities 

buzz group 
 
think-pair-share 
 
snowballing 
 
jigsaw 





Discussion 



Prompt cards 

School uniforms are too expensive. 

School uniforms look smart. 

School uniforms make all children 
look the same. 

Children need an opportunity to 
express themselves. 

Children do not have to worry 
about fashion and competition. 



Roleplay 



Simulations 



Interview 



You are Angelina Jolie. Study “your“ biography to 
answer the questions of the press about “your“ life 
and work. 
 
Name: Angelina Jolie Voight – Jolie means “pretty“ in 
French 
Nicknames:Angie, Ange, AJ 
Zodiac sign: Gemini 
Movies: the most popular are-Lara Croft:Tomb Raider, 
Ms.&Mrs. Smith, Changeling 
Awards: 2 Oscars-Best Actress-Changeling, Best 
Supporting Actress-Girl Interrupted, 3 Golden Globes, 
Humanitarian Award 2014 
Spouses: Johnny Lee Miller (divorced), Billy Bob 
Thornton(divorced), Brad Pitt (separated)-6 children 
together(3adopted) 
Tattoos: Japanese sign for death, Indian symbols, a 
dragon, a large black cross... 
Charity: Goodwill Ambassador, her experiences in the 
book “Notes from My Travels“-profit goes for charity 
Likes: television series- King of the Hill, Game Show 
Network, Animal Planet 



Information Gap 





Find the Differences 
 







Story completion 

One day when I was walking home from my best friend´s  
house, a car stopped beside me... 





String things together 



What happens next? 
 



Sequencing 

A 
B 

C 

D 

E F 

G 
H 

I 



Sequencing 

A B C 

D E F 



Playing Cards 

HOBBIES  
I WOULD 

LIKE TO TRY 

DUTIES I HATE 

MY FUTURE 
PLANS 

MY FAVOURITE 
 BOOK 



E/ Observation Activities 



 
 

 provide maximum opportunity to students to speak  

 try to involve each student in every speaking activity 

 reduce teacher speaking time in class  

 step back and observe students 

 do not correct students' mistakes too often 

 give positive comments on students´ responses 

4/ Suggestions for Teachers 
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